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Let’s Play a Game…2000ft High-Level View

3

• Greensky is a lending institution that originates 
and holds a first-loss credit risk position in 
unsecured personal loans (largely home 
improvement and elective healthcare) that are 
held on partner banks’ balance sheetsClue #1

• In 2018, they started to run off origination levels of 
solar loans because of elevated customer 
complaints that arose when state legislatures cut 
solar tax credits and borrowers who expected to 
use those credits to pay down their loan were 
caught off guard

Clue #2

•In June 2017 they reached a settlement with the NJ 
Attorney General’s Office for violation of New Jersey’s 
consumer protection laws with regard to an investigation 
of consumer complaints about loans taken out in their 
name, lack of opportunity to read loan documents before 
becoming obligated on the loan, not being provided with 
loan documentation, and for being held liable when no 
home improvement work had been performed

Clue #3

• Does it sound like this company has a 
cyclical earnings stream? 

Question 
A

• Given your answer to the previous question, 
what forward year P/E multiple do you think 
this company trades at, if you had to guess? 
(for context- banks generally trade at 9-10x 
while consumer finance companies 
generally trade at 6-8x)

Question 
B

• Do you think maximizing credit origination 
growth is in the best interest of this 
company’s long term return profile?

Question 
C

Please read all three clues before answering (in your head) the rhetorical Questions A-C
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Answer Key: A “Tech” Sandwich That Smells Fishy
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• Lending institutions, due to the earnings volatility that is incurred over time as a result of taking 
credit risk, are considered cyclical and, alongside industrials companies, thus trade at a discount 
multiple to the S&P

• Fortunately for Greensky, the company’s nascency occurred in the financial crisis; as such, it has 
not undergone a real period of credit stress, and without a previous cycle for investors to base 
any thought of credit risk on, Greensky IPOed in May of 2018, marketing itself as a technology 
company, and investors originally ascribed it a juicy ~25x FY2 earnings

Question A
Does it sound like this company 
has a cyclical earnings stream?

• GSKY now trades at a healthy 14.0x 2020 consensus earnings, a significant discount to other 
fintech companies, but a significant premium to banks (which trade at 9-10x 2020e) and 
consumer/specialty finance companies (trade at 6-8x) 

• Interestingly, Greensky trades at a large premium to the very banks it has a first-loss position to; 
while the 24.3% 4yr CAGR revenue growth is impressive and attracts tech investors, this stock still 
is pricing less cyclicality than is inherent in its business model à over time I expect that cyclicality 
to reflect itself in GSKY’s earnings stream and the multiple to thus correct toward 7.6x

Question B
Given your answer, what 

forward year P/E multiple do you 
think this company trades at, if 

you had to guess?

• Greensky would tell you that maximizing merchant growth and underlying credit sales of those 
merchants drive it’s earnings growth; this is not untrue on a static basis, but primarily applies in a 
benign credit environment and poses risks, as seen in many cases when “in-house” financing to 
support sales can lead to poor credit discipline and elevated losses à and at the end of the day, 
they do effectively take credit risk

• Greensky has started to have issues with some of its merchants, and significant issues with its 
underlying customer base that could pose legal/regulatory risk

Question C
Do you think maximizing credit 
origination growth is in the best 
interest of this company’s long 

term returns?
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Thesis Brief Summary
This pitch describes a lending institution that wants to be known as a technology company 
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Valuation should be much 
lower than currently trading 
reflecting the cyclicality of 
the cash flow stream and 
(increasing) potential for 

credit loss

GSKY has a margin 
headwind from increased 

funding costs as GSKY’s 
bank partners have to 
change the way they 

reserve for loans per a new 
GAAP rule- one top 5 bank 
has already indicated it’s 

not renewing its 
relationship

GSKY has displayed 
significant evidence of 

quality control problems 
that I think place them at 

high risk of further consent 
orders as well as legal 

action

Lastly, the push into 
elective healthcare vastly 
increase the credit risk of 
this underlying book, but 

also slows their transaction 
volume growth relative to 
merchant growth as ticket 

sizes are smaller than in 
home improvement
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Executive Summary

• GSKY’s offering is to originate, externally fund, and service, the financing of its merchant partners’ sales

• GSKY has agreements with bank partners to use a specified amount of their capital to originate loans on their 
behalf; GSKY in turn takes a limited first loss position junior to the banks, holding reserves in escrow

• GSKY operates currently in two loan categories: home improvement, and most recently elective healthcare lending

• GSKY IPOed in May of 2018 at 25x 2019e EPS à the IPO largely marketed GSKY as a tech company, though 
they burnt trust with investors by lowering guidance in 3Q18 à CEO sold $520mm of stock on IPO (nice timing!)

GSKY uses bank partner capital to offer point-of-sale financing to customers of its merchant partners

GSKY Stock Chart vs S&P YTD EBITDA vs revenue growth since 2015

6
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Greensky’s Offering to Consumers

• Greensky offers “reduced rate loans” with APRs of 0% to 27% as well as deferred interest loans

• Deferred interest loans include a promotional period of 6-24 months during which interest accrues but is not 
actually payable if the borrower pays off the loan prior to the end of the promotional period

• Origination of the loans uses GSKY’s proprietary credit examination system, and it places those loans on 
the banks’ balance sheets at various economics per the loan origination agreements it has with each bank

Greensky by definition originates loans for merchant partners using its bank partners’ capital

7

Deferred vs Reduced Rate originations Weighted avg APR over time
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Greensky Business Model: Revenues

• Greensky takes a fee from the merchant as a % of the dollar value of the originated loan (2018 average was 6.9%) 

• This is booked as transaction fees on the income statement; transaction fees can be built up to a projection by estimating merchant 
growth & volume per merchant (to get transaction volumes), and a transaction fee rate on TV

• GSKY earns a loan servicing fee from banks (~1% on average) and various fees (ex: late fees) from the consumer

• GSKY holds 1.4% of loan originations as restricted cash escrow as a credit-loss reserve to be drawn upon for credit losses that may 
occur within the portfolio and the portfolio is yielding below a level specified by bank partners

Greensky’s revenues are drawn primarily from merchants; growth in merchants is GSKY’s #1 priority

Economic Model of Greensky Revenue Stream

8
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Remember
Greensky wants you to 

think it is a fast-growth             
technology 
company
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Greensky Business Model: Cost of Revenue

• Cost of revenue is comprised of 3 parts, the largest  of which is the “fair value change in FCR liability”

• The FCR liability is a balance sheet item representing future settlement payments to bank partners that are driven 
largely by deferred interest payments that will likely be remitted back to the bank (and then back to the customer)

• A major part of the calculation of FV change in FCR is incentive payments (which can almost be thought of as a 
contra-revenue line); these represent payments (receipts) to GSKY within a given period for excess credit-adjusted 
yield from serviced loansà the larger the incentive payments, the smaller the FV change in the FCR liability

Incentive payments represent a significant (and volatile) driver of GSKY’s earnings stream

FV Chg in FCR is primary driver of GSKY margins

10

Incentive payment graphic
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Greensky Business Model: Cost of Revenue

• The expense for future finance charge reversals (aka, the “FV change in FCR”) can be calculated by taking the difference between 
the beginning and ending FCR, adding settlement payments (remittance during the period of previously billed but uncollected 
interest for loans paid off within promo period) and subtracting receipts (incentive payments + proceeds from charged off loans sold)

• Incentive payments are credit-related cash inflows that represent excess yield when credit performs well; thus, when credit 
underperforms that specified yield, incentive payments could go to 0 (see below) and have a significant effect on GSKY profitability

• After incentive payments go to 0, GSKY starts to eat into its escrow reserve (the 1.4% of originations kept in restricted cash) and 
does not earn incentive payments until it builds back up the reserve à could cause flat/negative earnings at GSKY

Incentive payments (and thus, GSKY’s contra-revenue) are extremely sensitive to charge-offs

Incentive payment sensitivity to Charge-Offs

11

Impact of 1% credit shock to FCR Expense, 2Q18 deck

It is important to note that the above ^ table is from GSKY’s 2Q18 investor presentation. They have not released an updated version of the 
slide since. The sensitivity to credit losses has likely increased on a % basis since then, as 1) the reversal rate has been declining since 2Q18 
2) the assumption for FCR settlements declining 15% was based upon a financial crisis estimate and thus in a lesser credit downturn the 
settlement decline will likely be lower (increasing the impact of the credit shock), and 3) potential for losses is higher as they have been 
ramping in elective healthcare loans which have an expected loss rate of 3x+ that of home improvement (which is what this slide is based off)

Source: 2Q18 Investor Presentation, slide 49
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GSKY Wants You to Think it is a Technology Company
Repeatedly called a “technology company” and wants you to pay attention to it’s large “TAM”

12 Sources: Factset, Bloomberg, Broker Research
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But….Greensky is a LENDING INSTITUTION

• The change in fair value of the FCR liability comprises a significant portion of gross margin; upon origination of 
loans through merchant partners, GSKY sets aside escrow reserves to account for potential losses (in a benign 
credit environment, these reserves get billed back to GSKY as incentive payments for credit performance) à any 
credit losses first eat into GSKY’s incentive payments, & then into the escrow reserve

• The potential for incentive payments to dry up (or further, for reserves to be drawn upon) in a credit deterioration 
scenario represents a major risk to GSKY’s profitablility as this would vastly increase the FV change in the FCR 
liability; if the reserve is drawn upon, GSKY can’t recognize future incentive payments until reserves are restocked

GSKY’s underlying earnings stream is dependent on credit performance and bank partner returns

Recalculated impact to FCR expense from 1% credit shock Impact to ‘20 EBITDA solely from FCR change

13Impact to earnings could  be even greater because  of higher servicing costs for higher losses; incentive 
payments would dry up, funding would come into question if was higher losses (especially post CECL rule 
as explained later in deck;  already modelling assumption for higher bank margin)
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15% Decline in EBITDA
$million
Charge-Offs increase by 1.00% of Avg Servicing Portfolio ($93.6)
1% x 2020e Average Servicing Portfolio of $9,298
Higher credit losses will decrease performance fees and the servicing portfolio balance

FCR Settlements decrase due to 7.5% decline in finance charge reversal rate $30.8
10% x 2020e FCR Settlement of 308

Finance Charges collected will increase on the deferred interest loans that don't pay off $23.73

 6.5% x $1415 x 19.5% = $15.6

Net Change in Performance Fees (FCR Settlements) that will increase Cost of Revenue ($39.05)

Cost of Revenue increase is $39.1mm, or 41.7% of the increase in credit losses

(Deferred interest loans that haven't paid off during promo period will generate additional financial charges & 
result in higher performance fees)

(10% decline in prepayments x 86% reversal rate %) x (2830 deferred interest loans originated in 2020e x 50% 
to account for average balance) x (APR of 24% less 2020e bank margin of 4.50%)
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Greensky is a LENDING INSTITUTION

• While GSKY is not taking definitional balance sheet risk, they are taking “free cash flow risk”; upon origination, 
GSKY holds 1.4% of originated balances in escrow (restricted cash on the balance sheet) as reserves held for 
potential credit losses and thus this ”free cash flow” can’t be utilized in the same way as normal FCF (it’s not ”free”)

• Current target rate for reserves is 1.4%, up from 1.3% a year ago; additions to reserves comprises a decent portion of their quarterly free cash flow

• Interestingly, while GSKY puts away cash in escrow as a reserve upon origination, this does not run through the 
GSKY income statement like a “provision” (addition to reserve upon origination) would for a lender such as a bank

• This should be reflected in GSKY’s earnings stream considering this cash flow isn’t ”free” to be utilized, which is why a bank books a “provision”

Lending institutions have to carry reserves for potential credit losses; as does GSKY

“Reserve rate” was well above target for FY18 FCF generation held in escrow reserves

14
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Greensky is a LENDING INSTITUTION
Do these 10-K risk section excerpts make Greensky sound like lending institution or a ”tech company”?

15

ß Admitting cyclicality in 
earnings stream

ß Admitting cyclicality in 
earnings stream

ß Admitting they take credit risk

ß Admitting earnings sensitivity to loss rates

ß Admitting funding will dry up if credit losses rise significantly 

Admitting risk from CFPB scrutiny given its business model à

ß

When non-lenders lean on financing,what happens through a cycle?

ß

CFPB complaint board  
Please see next slide… à

Regulatory 
risk
ßà
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Shiny Tech Company or Lending Institution?

Literally anywhere you look, 
there are hundreds and 
hundreds of horrendous

stories of customer 
experience in dealing with 

Greensky

Is it normal for a technology company to have consistently piss-poor ratings like Greensky?

16

Chart of 275 CFPB Consumer Complaints on 
Monthly Basis in last 5 yrs (to Feb ‘19)
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Other POS Finance Companies Have Better Reviews
Lending institutions generally get bad reviews, sure; but then let’s call GSKY that, not a tech company

17
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GSKY Complaint Detail: Payment Processing Issues
Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

18
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GSKY Complaint Detail: Cancellation Issues
Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

19
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Complaint Detail: Lack of Understanding of Terms
Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

20
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Complaint Detail: Technology/Payment Issues (I thought this was a tech company!)

Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

21
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Complaint Detail: Merchants Are Trigger Happy to Extend Credit

Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

22
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Complaint Detail: Merchants Are Trigger Happy to Extend Credit

Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

23
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Congratulations. You’re screwed!

Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

24

Maybe too easy, hm?? Would be nice if merchants didn’t 
open accounts on behalf of consumers

This is why they are accelerating growth in high-single 
digit loss-rate elective healthcare, right?
They’ll often give you a loan for way more than you 
need! (paying the merchant is the priority, remember)

Forget loan docs, forget signatures à we’ll give you a 
loan as long as you tell us your name!

Remember, the merchant ALWAYS gets paid right away!

A lot of consumers have payment problems, guys…

Sounds like the technology was created to make payments 
difficult… where have we heard this before?

The evidence would say lowest quality consumer experience 
from their service provider….
How many reviews talk about being treated super rudely?
Or not being able to contact someone at GSKY?
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Beware In-House Financing… 
GSKY’s offering is effectively utilized as in-house financing for merchants; how’d that work, Signet??

25

ß This is written for the person who the loan is being made to
ß This also displays how before you even review the loan 

agreement, they’ve made you the loan! You already have your 
account number! No signature needed!!!

ß This is written to the merchant… whose phone are we using 
for the loan application? The merchant’s. No wonder so many 
stories of credit being pushed upon consumers. It’s always in 
the merchant’s interest. Beware “in-house” financing…
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Complaint Detail: Merchant Quality Issues
Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

26
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Complaint Detail: Solar Problems Evident
Does the below smack of that of a predatory consumer lending institution or a ”technology company”?

27

https://www.fox8live.c
om/story/33337462/fo
x-8-defenders-solar-
panel-financing-
lawsuit/

https://www.fox8live.com/story/33337462/fox-8-defenders-solar-panel-financing-lawsuit/
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Complaint Summary: What Did We Learn?

• It’s evident that GSKY engages in classic subprime finance tactics, such as taking weeks to post payments, 
playing games with autopay setup/dates, having poor technology/payment systems, having confusing terms

• It’s also evident that not only do merchants often do subpar work, but there is no way to cancel a loan extended; 
this also is evidenced by the warped incentives created as GSKY acts as merchants’ in-house finance arm to lean 
upon to support sales, unfortunately leading to trigger-happy extension of credit

• Overall from the ratings and these complaint examples, it’s fair to say consumers’ experiences with GSKY have 
been generally indicative of a terrible customer experience; could put GSKY at risk of legal/regulatory problems

Broad evidence of bad customer experiences at GSKY are indicative of a subpar lending institution

28

GSKY 
CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 

SUCKS!

Subprime finance 
tactics to confuse 

customers on terms, 
making it difficult to 

pay (to charge 
fees/interest)

Bad tech, bad 
customer service

In-house financing 
for merchants warps 

incentives to offer 
easy credit, 

maximize credit 
extended

Poor merchant 
selection, if 

merchant makes 
mistake, it’s on the 

customer
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report

• The state of AL, through the AL AG, in August 2018 filed an emergency action in the Circuit Court of Calhoun 
County, AL against American Plumbing and Septic Service, appointing a Receiver responsible for taking control of 
their assets and effectively investigating the company for fraudulent activities and abuse against consumers

• Many of the fraudulent activities were financed by Greensky loans, and it was determined that the plumbers 
pushed extra work onto the consumers (this reeks of classic in-house financing with easy credit); the receiver 
published a detailed report on 3/7/19 detailing GSKY’s role in enabling APSS’s fraudulent behavior

• The next 5 slides comprise the conclusions/legal analysis and recommendation sections of the receiver’s report

Let the legal/regulatory problems ... begin!  https://americanplumbingreceivership.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2019-03-07-Receivers-Report-of-his-Investigation-of-GreenSky-Loans-1.pdf

29

Excerpts from the body of Receiver’s report on his investigation of Greensky loans

https://americanplumbingreceivership.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2019-03-07-Receivers-Report-of-his-Investigation-of-GreenSky-Loans-1.pdf
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report
“Receiver’s belief that this entire business model is fundamentally flawed as designed and as executed”

30

ß In house 
financing 
creates warped 
incentives

ß No 
documentation

ß Lack of 
understanding 
of loan terms, 
lack of 
documentation
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report
GSKY “did not perform even the most basic due diligence about APSS before allow[ing] it to be a merchant”

31

ß GSKY knew 
there were 
issues at APSS 
yet didn’t break 
off the 
relationship

ß No due 
diligence on the 
merchant 
despite agreeing 
in settlement 
with NJ AG that 
it would perform 
due diligence
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report
[Alabama Code] “defines a creditor as…a person who regularly arranges for the extension of credit”

32

“Greensky failed to follow its commitments to the NJ AG and incorporate [them] in its practices”

ß GSKY very 
obviously not 
altering it’s 
practices post-
NJ AG consent 
order, at least 
outside of NJ

ß GSKY is a 
“creditor” by 
definition in 
Alabama as they 
arrange the 
extension of 
credit; receiver 
believes they 
need a lending 
license

ß Receiver 
believes that 
GSKY does not 
make the terms 
of its loans 
sufficiently clear 
upon credit 
extension
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report
“Receiver submits that Greensky is likewise liable for violations of multiple deceptive acts or practices”

33

ß Receiver 
submits that 
GSKY is liable for 
violating clauses 
that exist to 
deter deceptive 
business 
practices

ß Receiver 
takes issue with 
GSKY policy of 
having 
customers work 
out complaints 
with merchants
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report
“Greensky had no controls in place to ensure compliance its own obligation under the consent agreement”

34

ß loans to be 
invalidated

ß GSKY did not 
change its 
business 
practices across 
the country 
despite NJ AG 
consent order
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Alabama Circuit Court: Receiver Report

• This ruling essentially indicates that Greensky is definitionally a “creditor” in the state of Alabama and should thus 
have applicable lending licenses that it is currently lacking

• It also finds GSKY effectively guilty of engaging in practices that, from the trove of complaints we discussed earlier, 
we are aware that seem to be common practice for Greensky (across many similar consumer experiences)

• Lastly, GSKY states in it’s 10-K risk section that if it were to be determined by a court to be operating without 
needed licenses, or if it was found to be a “true lender”, or if originated loans were voided as a result of fraud, it 
would have a MATERIAL ADVERSE IMPACT upon Greensky’s business, as stated in the excerpts below

Does anyone still think that Greensky is a “technology company” rather than a LENDING INSITUTION?

Material adverse impact of licensing/void loans Material adverse impact if court defines GSKY a creditor
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NJ AG Settlement

• As mentioned in the Receiver’s report, GSKY entered into a consent agreement with the New Jersey Attorney General in June of 
2017, agreeing to change it’s behavior such that it would better adhere to NJ’s consumer protection laws in informing consumers of 
lending information and doing better diligence on merchant partners (and prevent them from taking advantage of their customers)

• I have not been able to find any explicit mention of this consent order in any pre-IPO or post-IPO documents filed with the SEC

• It is evident from the complaints online as well as the AL receiver’s report that GSKY seems to have not changed its behaviors 
outside of NJ; a below excerpt from a 2018 merchant agreement identifies different standards specifically for merchants operating in 
NJ à it does not appear (from this contract’s example) that these standards are expected to be met outside of NJ

GSKY seems to have only “rectified” its behavior in the state of NJ (as evidenced by the below excerpt)

Excerpt from a solar roofing Merchant Agreement stating that different rules apply to acting in NJ

36Consent order link: https://nj.gov/oag/newsreleases17/pr20170622a.html
Senger Roofing Merchant Agreement link:  https://sengerroofing.com/files/2018/09/Merchant-Program-Agreement.pdf

https://nj.gov/oag/newsreleases17/pr20170622a.html
https://sengerroofing.com/files/2018/09/Merchant-Program-Agreement.pdf
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Greensky: Solar Runoff

• Why runoff solar when the transaction rate is almost double that of the rest of the book? Because they were having 
quality control issues that made the loans experience a higher level complaints, lawsuits, and credit losses

• If you go back to slide 26 of this deck, I give examples of some complaints related to solar loans; also recall from 
slide 15 that the solar roofing review site EnergySage had an avg 1.5/5 stars for Greensky solar loans

• One of the commonalities on EnergySage and other energy reviews is multiple instances of bad merchants 
(incomplete work, fraud, etc), as well as instances of an expectation to receive a tax credit to pay off the loan that 
ended up being insufficient (see below for example) à evident that GSKY’s quality control was insufficient here

GSKY has been reducing its quarterly dollar originations of solar loans since 1Q18 (just in time for IPO!)
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Solar runoff from GSKY deck Class action suit in ‘16 over solar issuesTranscript excerpts re-solar runoff

https://www.fox8live.com/story/33337462/fox-8-defenders-solar-panel-financing-lawsuit/

https://www.fox8live.com/story/33337462/fox-8-defenders-solar-panel-financing-lawsuit/
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Greensky has Underappreicated Quality Control Issues

• I think it is evident given the complaints online, the NJ consent order and lack of seeming change to 
country-wide behavior, the AL receiver’s report, and the solar runoff, that GSKY has demonstrated quality 
control issues; I have not seen any sell-side/buyside research detailing any of these risks to GSKY

• AL AG initially announced emergency request for a temporary restraining order against APSS; the 
Receiver’s report was published in March 2019 and states that there could be fines associated with this 
process, and recommended the voiding of the GSKY loans; I would guess there could be potential for a 
consent order situation in AL, or recommendation for action from other agenciesà reputational risks

I believe the street is underestimating the legal/regulatory/reputational risk to GSKY’s business model

GSKY 10-K: reputational risk could put Bank Partner relationships at risk
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But… GSKY’s Bank Partnerships are Already at Risk

• In GSKY’s 1Q19 10-Q, they state that $RF, Regions Financial, (one of their 5 largest bank partners) has indicated 
that they do not intend to extend their loan origination agreement with GSKY when it expires later in 2019

• This caused a precipitous drop in GSKY’s stock price as investors began to fear GSKY’s funding drying up

• GSKY put out a press release indicated they had bought $100mm of stock in the two weeks since the 10-Q came 
out; stated that they planned to ”continue to buy back shares aggressively” and that the expiration of the Regions 
agreement was “hardly noteworthy” (though GSKY’s own SEC findings would call it ”materially adverse”)

One of GSKY’s 5 largest bank partners is quitting…

Relative performance after 1Q19 10-Q hit Are material adverse events “hardly noteworthy”?
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Source: GSKY 2018 10-K

Source: GSKY Press Release 5/23/19 titled: “CEO David Zalik’s Comments 
on Recent Stock Price Volatility”
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GAAP Change à Banks Required to Hold Higher Reserves

• As of 12/15/19, US banks will experience a change with regard to GAAP accounting treatment of loan loss 
reserves called “CECL”; specifically, they will now be required to reserve for full life-of-loan expected losses

• Currently, bank reserve methodology is somewhat subjective to management decision making; upon adoption of 
CECL, reserve methodology will largely lose subjectivity and be mostly quantitatively determined à longer duration 
loans & higher loss content loans will need a much higher reserve level upon origination (example math below)

• Most bank partners of GSKY currently do not carry reserves on GSKY loans (given restricted cash escrow acts as 
a first-loss reserve) à there will be sizable step-up in GAAP reserve requirements upon origination of GSKY loans 
given unsecured personal loans’ historically higher loss content (especially with a remix toward elective HC)

Banks will likely push GSKY to increase ”bank margin” economics upon renewal of current agreements

40

High-level calc for CECL reserve-requirements across loss scenarios (CECL methodology per Piper Jaffray)

Given the short duration of the “other consumer” asset class, the CECL implied % reserve is basically just the last 2yr avg % * 2; while this doesn’t seem terrible, keep in mind that 
GSKY has stated their whole book right now has an expected loss rate of 2.75% à the banks likely would rather just bundle them with call report bucket “other consumer” which has 
lower loss rates than 2.75% à using industry-wide call report data would imply a minimum 1.79% reserve. Right now we are very close to peak consumer credit quality 
environment; as losses rise, reserves upon origination will need to be higher, potentially reducing bank willingness to originate
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GSKY Doesn’t Understand CECL Implications
• When I spoke to GSKY’s IR Rebecca Gardis, she said that they think CECL will be a positive for bank 

partners re-GSKY loans (as they’ll be able to subtract the GSKY 1.3% reserve from required reserves)

• Most banks are still working to understand CECL impacts right now (most will update on 3Q call); 
GSKY evidently has a minimal understanding of the new accounting standard à there is no exception 
under new GAAP reserve requirements for banks to be able to include externally held reserves to their
GAAP reserve calculation à even if you could subtract GSKY’s reserve, the new necessary reserve is > 0!

• While mgmt. teams get an opportunity for some qualitative overlay of the CECL adjustment (and go-forward 
implications) as to how they view each loan category, I find it unlikely that auditors would allow banks to 
hold minimal reserves for a loan product that carries such a high life of loan loss (current avg is 2.75%)

CECL will be a definitive negative for GSKY; I don’t think GSKY understand the risk
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Reserve level commentary, quantitative overlay

Calculation Explanations:
2020 Reserve level = 2 x Last two years’ blended charge-off rate (2018 & 2019)
Implied 2019 Loss Rate = Reserve level – 2018 charge-off rate of 90bps
Other Notes
It’s also worth noting that “other consumer” loss rates have a 54bp standard deviation (LT 
avg 1.35%) so when credit deteriorates it goes fast à 2001 & 2002 loss rates were 2.47% 
and 1.51%, and 2008, 2009, 2010 loss rates were 2.11%, 2.44%, and 1.77% respectively

My base case target reserve level estimate

Quantitative Overlay – Qualitative Overlay = Target
1.79%          – 0.79%               = 1.00%

Assuming 2019 charge-
offs for industry “other 
consumer” loans are 
equivalent to the 2018 
loss rate

I am conservatively
adjusting target 
reserve level with a 
qualitative overlay
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CECL Magnifies GSKY Cyclicality à Margin Headwind

• Step up in origination reserve (provision) will reduce implied economic return upon origination (see below)

• I would expect banks to push to maintain their returns by getting more economics from GSKY on the portion of the 
APR that the bank gets (”bank margin” as sensitized below) à I believe this is a conservative analysis as it 
assumes that they reserve for GSKY loans as if they had a lower loss rate than the actual loss rate

• Investors consider CECL to be procyclical for banks as (especially for short duration loans) the way you arrive to 
an expected lifetime loss reserve is using a historical duration-adjusted loss lookback as in previous slide; but 
when credit is soft, lookback period will penalize for cycle-high losses in current origination reserves (provisions) 

• It is likely to be even more procyclical for GSKY, as bank returns will be more volatile as credit performance varies 
à will change the bank return math (& thus the willingness to originate w/o compensatory terms from GSKY)

CECL is considered to be procyclical for banks; it will likely be extremely procyclical for GSKY
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Representative example of projected possible bank economics before & after adopting CECL standard
• If I’m a bank planning to make an 

agreement to originate $1bn of GSKY 
loans in a CECL GAAP world, 
depending on my reserve 
requirement I would probably require 
an increase in my “bank margin” to 
compensate for a lower return profile 

• “Bank Margin” is the yield GSKY gives 
guaranteed to the banks (see slide 9)

• Bank Reserve Level % Assumption 
Scenarios rationale on previous slide
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CECL Impact to GSKY’s “Bank Margin” à My Estimate

• CECL is likely to be extremely impactful as GSKY bank partners figure out their CECL implementation and 
subsequently then renew their contracts with GSKY over the remainder of 2019 before the accounting standard 
implementation at the end of the year

• Assuming bank partners push back on GSKY to give them compensatory economics to account for lower returns 
under CECL, GSKY’s “bank margin” will likely rise (a headwind to the incentive payment calculation, see slide 9)

• The question is- where does GSKY’s overall ”bank margin” go in 2020? I conservatively expect mgmt. teams to hold a 1% 
reserve on their BS for GSKY loans (implying a 5% bank margin to maintain returns) and I subtract 0.5% from that bank 
margin for recent downside in 2yr yields = 4.50%

Accounting change for US banks will lower the value proposition of current GSKY relationships

4.50% 2020 bank margin estimate rationale Assumptions/considerations through analysis
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Assumes banks 
spend same $ 

expenses post-CECL 
as pre-CECL 
(52.5bps of 

origination $)

Assumes banks 
push to maintain 
same economics 
(ROE) and don’t 
give up anything

Assumes a 2 year 
“supportable” 

historical period 
and uses “other 
consumer call 

report bucket as 
proxy for loss 
assumptions

Uses 2018 avg
90bps losses for  

“other consumer” 
call report bucket 
across all $2bn+ 

banks 

Margin/Profit 
impacts take into 

account the rest of 
my model 

assumptions which 
can be found in the 

on the slide 54

Using a call report 
bucket is much more 

conservative than 
using the 2.5% loss 
rate GSKY gives for 

home improvement 
or the high single 

digits for healthcare

My base case for post-CECL bank balance sheet reserve level is 1% as described on 
slide 38 (which, adding the 1.3% held by GSKY, still represents a lesser amount 
GSKY loans’ current loss rate of 2.75%) à a 1% reserve rate implies a 5% 
estimated bank margin to maintain bank partner returns (see previous slide) à
Lastly, I’m subtracting 50bps as GSKY has stated that directionality of the 2yr yield 
affects bank margin as defined within their loan origination agreements (and the 
2yr yield has declined ~50bps this quarter… no clue if this gets entirely passed on 
though) à 5.0% - 0.5% = 4.5%

I believe this estimate will prove to be conservative, and thus sensitize the impacts 
to GSKY’s profitability by a rise in bank margin on the next slide

1.0% target reserve à 5.0% bank margin – 0.5% 
change in 2yr yields QTD = 4.5% bank margin
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“Bank Margin” Sensitivity to Profitability

• One management team of a top 5 GSKY bank partner that I recently spoke with indicated they intend to renew 
their loan origination agreement with GSKY if they can maintain similar economics after adjusting for lower day 
1 economic return given the need under CECL to put aside [larger] reserves for these loans 

• I would expect most US banks to push for more “bank margin” as this loan category is much less appealing to banks under CECL GAAP acct

• As “bank margin” increases as shown below, GSKY’s incentive payments (and thus margins/EPS) will be reduced

• Bank reserve subjectivity being reduced makes them more sensitive to losses in short duration asset classes (ex: 
GSKY loans) as reserve (provision) levels rise with losses à lower returns need to be compensated for by GSKY

I expect banks to push back on GSKY for compensatory economics given less appeal of GSKY loans

My model: GSKY 2020 margins and profits across varying “bank margin” scenarios from previous slide 
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Base case of 4.50% bank margin highlighted in green (again, I think this is conservative)
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Expected Lack of Increasing Bank Partner Interest
I doubt most banks want to add exposure to unsecured personal loans given already, given cycle timing
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• I think their other current funding commitments are at best at risk of not being expanded, and at worst at risk of expiration upon 
annual renewal dates later this year; STI is merging with BBT, FITB and SNV likely maxed out, and FBC is small and having credit
problems à at minimum, I expect most banks to push for compensatory economics if renewing given CECL lowers economic return

• After credit spreads widened in 4Q18 and the market (and especially bank stocks) sold off, banks have approached higher loss 
content lending exposures in a much more cautious manner & have tightened standards for “other consumer loans” (ex: GSKY 
personal unsecured loans) as per the Fed Senior Loan Officer Survey, displayed in bottom right chart

• As a result, I think GSKY will find it difficult to raise significant amounts of new funding from US banks given the cycle time & CECL
• That said, they could find other funding partners (insurance companies, endowments, foreign banks) though I’d expect they’d be at worse terms

My guesses on Bank Partners & increase potential Senior Loan Officer Survey reports tightening

Source: Sandler O’Neill Research & Fed Senior Loan Officer Survey

Source: GSKY  investor presentations
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Elective Healthcare = Growth at Higher Risk

• GSKY stated at the JPM TMT conference 5/16/19 that elective healthcare loans were expected to experience loss 
rates of “high single digits” (gave example of 9%);for context, home improvement is at 2.5%

• Not only do banks have less appetite for a much higher risk asset class of unsecured personal loans (as well as a 
much higher required reserve given higher expected loss content); but this will also largely change the math re-
their incentive payment waterfall with higher bank yields/losses à if they underestimate losses it will be very costly

• The higher risk profile of these loans is also evident in a declining FCR reversal rate (aka the % of deferred interest 
loan balances that does pays off during promotional period) à ST EPS positive, LT indicative of riskier credit book

GSKY’s new “growth” area is in elective healthcare, which is a much higher loss content asset class

HC merchant growth & 1Q19 HC % of total TV Historical FCR reversal rate; declining since IPO
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Worsening Credit Risk From Elective Healthcare

• GSKY mgmt.’s guidance of HC loss rates relative to HI indicative that as they rapidly remix the loan servicing book to be a higher 
mix of HC, the charge-off rate of the book will naturally drift higher which reduces incentive payments, all else equal

• I think the street is undermodeling impact to receipts & hence FCR for loss rates in out-years ‘20 and ‘21 (simply the remix will increase loss rate)

• Elective HC receivables were R&D receivables for <2 years (weighted avg life = 2yrs!); I highly doubt that they learned sufficiently 
within one life cycle what full cycle credit seasoning will look like for an asset class whose base case for loss content is high single 
digits à if/when losses are much higher than expected, could rapidly drive incentive payments to dry up

• Street doesn’t understand that disclosed “credit statistics” can obfuscate deterioration by simply growing the loan book very fast

GSKY’s new “growth” area is in elective healthcare, which is a much higher loss content asset class

Historical & estimated charge-offs and receipts % of servicing portfolio + notes explaining chart Notes on credit statistics
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Delinquent balances (promo balances be late)

Total balances (includes balances in promo period) 

DQ 
Rate =

Charged-off balances (promo balances can’t go bad)

Total balances (includes balances in promo period) 

Charge-Off 
Rate =

Delinquent balances (promo balances be late)
Total balances not in promo period

DQ 
Rate =

Charged-off balances (promo balances can’t go bad)
Total balances not in promo period

Charge-Off 
Rate =

What We Get

What We Should Get

Keep in mind that GSKY mgmt. has guided to 2019 
healthcare transaction volumes doubling those of 2018; I 
think it’s fair to assume they will continue to grow volumes 
(and hence corresponding servicing balances) within 
healthcare at a 30+% rate through 2021 (considering 2019 
growth is estimated @ 100%); thus, the charge-off rate will 
naturally move towards a closer weighted blend of the 
guided charge-off rates of the two businesses (mgmt. has 
said LSD, example of 2.5% for HI and HSD, example of 9%, for 
HC) à I have the 2021 full year avg charge-off rate at 4.8%, 
up from 3.2% in avgTTM @ 1Q19…….Also keep in mind my 
“receipts as % of serv. portfolio” here assumes no change in 
bank margin for GSKY (assuming 4% as in 1Q19 slides) and 
billed yield % (assuming 10% as in 1Q19 slides); in reality, I 
expect bank margin to rise some as CECL impact requires 
higher provision levels (though lower 2yr yields lower it 
somewhat); billed yield should also decline as this represents 
incoming cash flows from borrowers / avg servicing portfolio 
(it’s so low because the denominator includes prmoo-period 
balances where consumers are paying 0%)à I expect 
receipts could go to 0 or close to 0% if bank margins & 
charge-offs step up

Charge-offs reduce incentive payments, reducing receipts… Keep in mind 
lower receipts à higher FV change in FCR à higher cost of revenue.
Most sell-side (and probably buy-side) analysts model out incentive 

payments as a % of serv. portfolio as opposed to building it up with a 
waterfall structure (which make assumptions, but allows you to better 

understand the drivers of FV change in FCR and thus, margins)
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Credit Shock Potential Impact Has Worsened

• GSKY has removed the disclosure (included on pg7 of this deck) on the impact of worsening credit from investor presentations 
since their first earnings call for 2Q18; the math now must have significantly changed because the credit mix is changing at such a 
rapid pace (expected loss rate on the elective HC book is 3x+ that of the HI book) 

• Further, the FCR reversal rate has already declined 2%, indicating that less borrowers are paying back during the promotional
period (and the DQ/default rate of the post-promotional book has to be much higher) à reversal rate to keep declining

• Lastly, the 15% assumption for decline in finance charge reversal rate is likely flawed; GSKY uses this assumption because a HI 
loan specialist bank Enerbank saw this activity at peak of financial crisis (but unless we have a similar downturn, it’s likely 
excessive) à on the following slide in 2Q18 deck, GSKY mgmt. uses 7.5% assumption for decline in reversal rate à so I use 10%

GSKY removed the “credit shock” slide after their first earnings call; below I lay out what the math now looks like
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Taking the GSKY 2Q18 slide deck credit shock example from page 7 of this report à 2020 expected

The 2018 10-K & the 2Q18 slide deck seem to disagree on the impact of a 1% increase to charge-off rate to 
2017 FV of FCR expense…10-K says $55mm which is greater even than the -$45mm in above example…

$million
Charge-Offs increase by 1.00% of Avg Servicing Portfolio ($93.6)
1% x 2020e Average Servicing Portfolio of $9,298
Higher credit losses will decrease performance fees and the servicing portfolio balance

FCR Settlements decrase due to 7.5% decline in finance charge reversal rate $30.8
10% x 2020e FCR Settlement of 308

Finance Charges collected will increase on the deferred interest loans that don't pay off $23.73

 6.5% x $1415 x 19.5% = $15.6

Net Change in Performance Fees (FCR Settlements) that will increase Cost of Revenue ($39.05)

Cost of Revenue increase is $39.1mm, or 41.7% of the increase in credit losses

(Deferred interest loans that haven't paid off during promo period will generate additional financial charges & 
result in higher performance fees)

(10% decline in prepayments x 86% reversal rate %) x (2830 deferred interest loans originated in 2020e x 50% 
to account for average balance) x (APR of 24% less 2020e bank margin of 4.50%)
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Elective Healthcare Impact on Revenue Modelling

• As GSKY has started to ramp growth in elective healthcare, transaction volume per merchant, a key modeling tool, 
has been declining on a year-over-year basis since ‘18 (street is implying it rebounds per TV & merchant modeling)

• Why does this make conceptual sense? Well, average ticket sizes for elective healthcare transactions are much 
less than those of home improvement (windows/roofing could cost $10-20k, but a crown at a dentist or getting 
Lasik surgery might only cost $1-4k); also, considering the smaller ticket size, consumers thus generally have a 
lesser need for financing à less transaction volume per merchant à less transaction volume

• Can also make the argument they’ve largely saturated the large-volume home improvement contractors market

Transaction volume per merchant been declining year-over-year for 6 quarters; street modelling rebound

Transaction volume per merchant, street vs me Resulting impact on TV & Revenue, street vs me
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TV estimate from 11 brokers; ‘19 merchant estimate from 5 brokers, ‘20 merchant estimate from 3 brokers

I am roughly in line for active merchant growth in 2019/2020; slightly below street on transaction 
fee take rate in 2019, and slightly above for the same metric in 2020 (HC has a higher take rate)
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Thesis Summary #1: Valuation
We have sufficient evidence that GSKY is a lending institution rather than a technology company
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GSKY is basically an 
enabler/facilitator of in-house 

financing for its home 
improvement & elective 

healthcare merchant partners

It is an originator & servicer of 
credit, and also takes effective 
credit risk itself; it’s earnings 

stream is dependent upon 
credit performance to receive 

incentive payments and its 
FCF is dependent on credit 

performance (given FCF is held 
as an escrow reserve)

Given it’s cyclical fundamental 
nature, and taking into 

account the many failed 
instances of in-house credit 

that merchants use to lean on 
to support sales (ex: SIG, HOG, 
)… I believe GSKY should trade 

at a multiple indicative of it 
taking credit risk before banks

Especially considering where 
we are in the economic cycle, I 

think GSKY should trade at a 
6x 2020 P/E based on the 
comps (see table on right) 

within the consumer lending 
space and those that have 
utilized  in-house financing 
heavily over the past few 

years
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Thesis Summary #2: Regulatory/Legal Risk
GSKY, as displayed, demonstrated significant quality control issues that place it at risk of legal action
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From the many reviews and 
lawsuits available online, it is 

evident that the customer 
experience at GSKY is not a 
very pleasant one for the 
consumer; rather, they 

prioritize merchant growth 
and transaction volume 

growth (which will lead to its 
own problems from a credit 

perspective)

It was disingenuous of GSKY to 
not disclose explicitly in pre-
IPO filings that it had entered 

into a consent agreement with 
the NJ AG less than a year 

prior to the IPO; furthermore, 
it has evidently  not changed 

its business practices 
nationwide

The AL Receiver’s report 
displays the potential for GSKY 

to be defined legally as a 
“creditor” in certain states; it 

could be barred from business 
practices or required to obtain 
licenses à in this situation, I 

wouldn’t be surprised if it 
ended with GSKY entering into 

a consent order with the 
Office of the AL AG

The AL Receiver’s report also 
mentioned GSKY will be 

“subject to fines and penalties 
to be determined by this (and 
other courts) at a later time; 
the BBB and CFPB complaints 

indicate evidence of this 
behavior broadly by GSKY à

risk of further legal/regulatory 
risk is underappreciated
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Thesis Summary #3: Funding/Margin Risk
GSKY’s bank partners will be more sensitive to ”bank margin” and ”credit losses” given GAAP change 
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GSKY’s bank funding 
commitments are much less 

secure than a year ago, as 
demonstrated by Regions 

Financial indicating that it will 
let it’s relationship with GSKY 
expire; a major reason for this 

is the new change in GAAP 
reserve calculation 

methodology

CECL will effectively reduce 
bank economic day 1 returns 
as they will need to provision 

much higher for these loans à
they are likely to push GSKY to 

at least in part compensate 
them with a higher “bank 

margin” which reduces GSKY 
incentive payments and 

increases credit sensitivity

Prior to CECL, given the high 
level of management 

subjectivity with reserving, 
most banks held no reserves 
for GSKY loans (considering 

GSKY holds reserves for first-
loss); however, CECL reduces 
management subjectivity and 
thus the ROE profile of GSKY 

loans from a bank perspective 
change significantly 

Lastly, short-duration loans 
with historically higher 

relative loss content  (such as 
GSKY loans) are considered to 
be procyclically impacted by 
CECL; also, banks are shying 

away from expanding 
concentrations in personal 

unsecured loans at this part of 
the cycle (& GSKY’s production 

will be increasingly risky)
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Thesis Summary #4: Credit 
Credit loss potential is underappreciated by the street given rapid expansion into elective healthcare
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GSKY’s business model is 
complex, and given it is 

covered largely by 
tech/fintech analysts I think 

the potential for credit 
deterioration is an 

underappreciated element of 
the GSKY story

GSKY started growing elective 
healthcare receivables in a 

non-R&D capacity at the start 
of 2018; they had only been 
originating them for <~18mo 
(head of HC joined in March 

’16) which is at best the loans’ 
weighted avg life; point being, 

they did not hold the loans 
long enough to see them 

season

This presents an issue because 
they expect (as a base case,  

per Zalik at JPM conf) a high-
single digit loss rate for these 

loans (he said 9% as an 
example) à these loans have 
a lower FICO borrower base 

and are much more often 
deferred interest loans, 

increasing GSKY’s earnings 
sensitivity to losses

If GSKY’s expected HC loss rate 
is wrong (at minimum, HC loss 
rates are probably extremely 
volatile & HSD loss rates in a 
“good economy” could get a 

lot worse in a bad one), it may 
present a significant headwind 

to earnings considering the 
extremely fast growth seen in 
healthcare receivables already
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Thesis Summary #5: Revenues (TV/merchant)
Transaction volume per merchant been declining year-over-year for 6 quarter; street modelling rebound
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Lastly, I think the street is 
overmodelling transaction 
volume per merchant; as 

they’ve expanded into 
elective healthcare the last 
6 quarters, this metric has 

been declining on a yoy
basis 

I think the reason is simply 
that elective healthcare 
ticket sizes (think dental 

work, Lasik surgery, plastic 
surgery) are much smaller 

ticket sizes than that of 
fixing a window, or a 

plumbing system, or a HVAC 
unit

As such, unless GSKY puts 
up a significantly higher 

than street estimated 
merchant growth (I am 

conservatively modelling 
north of the street), I don’t 

see them getting to 
transaction volume 

guidance 

It sounds like they have 
largely saturated the 

biggest merchants within 
their traditional home 

improvement market; given 
that growth is coming from 
elective HC, this presents 

slower transaction volume 
uptake despite very fast 

merchant growth 
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Model/Estimate Summary & Valuation
Well below street on #s & multiple; PT of $1.50

Summary table of primary metrics Valuation table & price target
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Revenue, EBITDA, & EPS vs street
• Combination of higher charge-off rate + bank 

margin à lower incentive payments, higher FV 
change in FCR, reducing margins significantly

• Lower transaction volume per merchant driving 
lower TV and thus lower revenues

• I think GSKY should trade closer to comps shown 
below that have depressed multiples given a) 
cyclicality from credit and b) resulting earnings 
impact of in-house financing gone wrong

$536 $548 

$169 $185 

$629 
$689 

$117 
$234 

$0
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Revenue, me Revenue,
street

EBITDA, me EBITDA,
street

2019E 2020E

$0.56 

$0.72 

$0.45 

$0.91 

$0.00

$0.20

$0.40

$0.60

$0.80

$1.00

EPS, me EPS, street

2019E 2020E

Name Ticker FY2 P/E FY2 EV/EBITDA
Signet Jewelers SIG 6.4x 4.8x
Harley-Davidson HOG 9.1x 11.2x
Conn's CONN 5.4x 5.9x
Synchrony Financial SYF 7.2x

One Main Financial OMF 5.1x 9.0x

On-Deck Capital ONDK 8.2x
Goldman Sachs GS 7.5x
Synovus SNV 8.0x
Fifth Third FITB 8.7x
Suntrust STI 10.7x

Avg 7.6x 7.7x
Using earnings as a proxy for cash flow
But subtracting estimated addition to escrow reserve (can't use that $)
2020e non-GAAP EPS $0.45
2020e addition to escrow reserve (per share) ($0.18)
Proxy for earnings attributable to unrestricted cash $0.27
Target multiple 7.6x
Target price $2.10

Comps Analysis & Target Price Methodology
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Investment Risks: What is the Bull Case?

• We don’t hit a credit cycle anytime soon

• Banks could use a qualitative overlay to 
maintain lower reserves for GSKY loans, and/or 
accept lower returns than previously on GSKY 
loans

• GSKY’s avg borrower base are 700+ FICO 
scores

• What if they  don’t experience any legal issues 
from the AL receiver’s report, NJ AG, or CFPB

• They put up sufficient merchant growth to beat 
transaction volume guidance

• In your valuation methodology, you penalize 
them for additions to the escrow reserve; why?

• The stock is down ~5.4% QTD, 50% of the float 
is already short; why still short it here?
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Risks to thesis Mitigants
• Firstly, I’m not even modelling a credit cycle; Second, bank reserve 

acct methodology impacts to “bank margin” + charge-off rate 
accelerating (from HC remix) will keep incentive payments and 
earnings growth limited

• I think to some extent they will use qualitative overlay (and I model 
this accordingly); given banks probably don’t want to increase 
exposure to unsecured personal loans, they have pricing power

• The point of my thesis is that the business is sucsceptible to credit 
losses; even high FICO borrower bases display higher loss content in 
a credit cycle (also, healthcare is ~40 FICO points less than home 
improvement borrowers)

• This is very possible, though reading the report at minimum it seems 
like fines are necessary; it does seem like there is a decent likelihood 
that they have to enter into a consent order, and/or their operations in 
AL (and NJ?) will have to change

• I think the other elements of the thesis will continue to cause them to 
miss estimates

• If a bank has to subtract a “provision for credit losses” (aka an 
addition to the reserve from operating income, why shouldn’t we look 
at GSKY the same way (considering they have a reserve)

• Firstly, the multiple on this business should reflect 1) the cylicality of 
the earnings stream 2) the lack of ability to use cash flow generated 
as it remains in restricted cash 3) the flaws of easy-credit in-house 
financing… secondly, the earnings downside I project is significant 
from here
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Who Owns GSKY?

• Dragoneer Investment Group, per 6/10/19 13G, increased their stake in GSKY to 22.8% of the Class A shares as 
of 5/31/19 (7.6% of shares outstanding), up from 14.7% at the end of March per Dragoneer’s 13-F

• Shapiro Capital Management, per 6/7/19 13G, increased their stake in GSKY to 16.8% of the Class A shares as of 
5/31/19 (5.2% of shares outstanding), up from 14.9% at the end of Amarch per Shapiro’s 13-F

• Dragoneer is a public/private tech-focused investment fund; looking at their 13-F history, they don’t dabble in 
cyclical companies very often (very growth focused- see below); Shapiro is more diversified, with a tech/consumer 
bend, but has 3 investment professionals (per website) running ~$4.5bn across 75 stocks in multiple sectors

• I think that Dragoneer’s perspective is likely focused around a “growth at a reasonable price” thesis, & I think they 
underestimate the cyclicality of the cash flow stream; I think we see them sell as cyclicality starts to impede growth

2 hedge funds just announced (via Form 13Gs) increased stakes in GSKY that now comprise 40%+ of Class A shares

Dragoneer’s largest investments, March 13-F Shapiro’s largest investments, March 13-F
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Why Now?

• First and foremost, GSKY is probably in conversations with its bank partners about their willingness to renew (and 
under what economics); bank mgmt. teams are just understanding CECL impacts and over the next ~3 months we 
will likely hear about any further changes to bank partners/their economics with new GSKY origination agreements

• GSKY’s biggest transaction volume quarters are seasonally in 2Q and 3Q; the impact of smaller ticket sizes from 
HC on TV/merchant I expect to become magnified in quarters in which TV is highest

• Lastly, despite the strong(ish) economy, credit card DQs/defaults are beginning to rise à if this were to be 
displayed in unsecured personal loans such as those of GSKY, it would manifest itself in lower incentive payments

Why short GSKY now? Especially as stock has lagged and short interest has risen post-Regions disclosure?

Transaction volume per merchant, street vs me Other reasons
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• If GSKY has to lower guidance, it will likely do it 
in the next quarter or two; when issuing 2020 
guidance, its bank margin issues could be 
highlighted

• I think the potential for legal/regulatory action 
resulting from the AL AG Receiver’s report to be 
imminent is high; investors are probably not 
even really aware of the NJ AG agreement

• This is also the part of my thesis in which I think is 
completely underappreciated by both buyside/sellside à
I have not seen or heard of any deep dive into GSKY’s 
quality control issues from either side of the street
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Investment Summary Slide

• GSKY is essentially an enabler of in-house financing for its merchant partners; the credit risk that it incurs as part 
of its bank partner relationships isn’t currently reflected in its 13x 2020 earnings multiple (a premium to banks)

• GSKY has been experiencing quality control issues that put it at significant risk of legal/regulatory remediation

• Expansion into high-loss content elective healthcare loans will slow TV growth relative to merchant growth, and 
thus slow revenue growth relative to sell-side modelling; further, places their book at much higher credit risk

• Bank margins (and bank funding) are at risk from a FASB change in bank reserve methodology per GAAP (CECL)

GSKY is a cyclical- growth in this business is good… until it isn’t; I recommend a short on GSKY to $2

At the end of the day, credit risk is cyclical We started w/ 3 questions; let’s end w/3 questions
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• Why do you think GSKY so badly wants you to 
think of it as a technology company?

• Why do you think CEO David Zalik sold more 
than half his stake (for a payout of $520mm) on 
the IPO?

• Which is more cyclical (volatile through a 
cycle)?

• GSKY’s cash flows
• The cash flows to the banks on the GSKY 

loans
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Thank You

SELL
Target
Price:
$2.00

84.5%
Downside


